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PRODUCT INFO

DESSO UNIQUE

“ Desso Unique, the artificial grass pitch for football without infill ”

Desso Sports Systems keeps on pioneering in the field of artificial grass for football.

For years Desso Sports designs and produces its artificial grass systems in-house. Therefore we 

can swiftly supply our customers with the newest innovations.

Goal is to provide the best artificial grass system for every use, ambition and budget. Beside 

systems for top football, you can now also choose an artificial grass pitch without infill.

From now on you can train and play on a system of which the top layer consists of 100% artificial 

grass and where players’ comfort and durability are guaranteed.

The durability of two types of fibre in one system

Usually for football the infill gives the (long) grass fibres the necessary performance and helps to 

keep them upright.

To equip Desso Unique with an optimal durability and to preserve the resilience of the grass, 

Desso Sports Systems combined two types of fibre into one system.

The monofilament polyester fibre is extremely durable and provides the grass with extra 

resilience. Therefore the system retains the same performance, even after years of use. The 

combination with the curled polyamide fibre supplies an optimal grip and performance.

Extensive tests have pointed out that playing comfort and durability of Desso Unique surpasses 

all expectations of the recreational football player.

Advantages
Artificial grass without infill
Use of shockpad is recommended
No SBR or other elastomers
Easy to maintain
Highly durable
Very attractive look
Fits within the framework of durable development: minimal transport of complementary 
materials such as sand and rubber infill

Desso Unique, in more than one respect unique
Play football on artificial grass without infill
Playing comfort, good grip and traction
Efficient and yet easy to maintain: cleaning and brushing is enough
Unique durability thanks to the combination of two fibres: polyester and polyamid

  


